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ABSTRACT

A great deal of work has been carried out on the relation
betweenper capita GNP and per capita energy consumption.

In this short paper we substitutethe structureof GNP to
its absolute level. Three sectorswere only retained: namely
agriculture, industry and services (including transportation).
The relation betweenper capita energy consumptionand GNP
structureexplicitly constructedand adjustedon data is a
potential in the spaceof GNP structures.
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A NEW APPROACH IN ENERGY DEMAND

PART I. METHODOLOGY AND ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

To make sound forecastingon world energy consumption,one
has to embed the energy systems in the overall economic strata
and to take developmentstrategies,especially for developing
countries, into account. Many methodologicalreports have been
publishedon the subject. In the first part, we will review
these techniquesand point out their weak points. In the second
part, we will presentan alternativeapproach. In the third
part, we will apply it to a sample of a given year and to
historical data, whose resultswill be used to build strategies
for probable scenariosof development. However, this analysis
has remainedmore or less qualitative, and we will suggestsome
guidelines for formalization.

I CLASSICAL ANALYTICAL TOOLS

The classicalanalytical tools used to forecast energy
demand are basedon:

1. econometricanalysis,
2. engineeringanalysisof systems,
3. energy content and energy basketapproach.

Some studiesusing one of these approachesare very detailed
and go down to microeconomiclevels; some are broader and use
macroeconomicindicators or variables. Therefore, we can build
a classificationof approachesand degreesof analysis.

Table 1. Classificationof possible methodologies
which might be used in energy demand study.

scole of World Country or group Sectors
ana ysis (global of countries (micro

approaches analysis) (macro analysis) analysis}

GNP/cap-energy Estimation of the Elasticity/Econometric coefficients of aconsumption/cap theoretical formula prices

Engineering World average Average energy Diagram of
figures input per output energy flows

Energy I - 0
Process

Scenarios analysis "acontent Herendeen& Bullard la Slesser"
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Our aim is to make an energy demandforecast for the world.
This table shows that the only tool commonly used is the corre-
lation betweenGNP/cap and energy ｣ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｏ ｣ ｡ ｰ Ｎ All other
methods (column 3) could be employed and their results aggregatedJ
however, the number of equationsand variableswould become too
large.

The global econometricapproachis too broad to give accu-
rate results. Mainly becausethe linear equationholds between
upper and lower bounds: e.g. GNP/cap < energy consumption<
3 GNP/cap. - -

Therefore, we look for other variables. We found that the
GNP structureis more significant for energy demand forecasts
than its absolute level. This is mainly due to the fact that
industry, servicesand agriculture have very different energy
consumptionpatterns. So, we divided the GNP in these three
sectors:

a) agriculture,
b) industry,
c) services.

This three-dimensionalvector is a better indicator of
developmentthan the gross value of GNP/cap. It allows us to
capturefinal energy demandover long term in more detail,
given developmentscenariosand explicit relations among energy
per capita, GNP structureand developmentlevel.

II. METHODOLOGY

If we define:

A as agriculture share in GNP,
I as industry share in GNP,
S as servicesand transportationsharesin GNP,

then every country is defined by a vector(!) which can be

representedas a point in nR 3
• Given that A + I + S = 1, the

set of points is in a sub-domaindefined by this equation.

The summits of the triangle are the extremitiesof the
unitary vectors:

-to
(1 , 0)e, = 0,

-to
(0, 0)e2 = 1 ,

-to
(0, 1)e3 = 0,

The new coordinates (a, s, i) are defined by (a, s, i) =
A (A, S, I) and are the usual triangular coordinates.
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S ＬｊＮＭ｟ＭＭｾ［ＮＮＮ［ＺＺＺＺｉｾｾＭＭ .. A

Figure 1. Representationof GNP structure in triangular
coordinates.

The plotting programwe use directly yields this triangular
representation,as is shown in Figure 1. This graph presents
five groups of countries:

1.1 Highly developedmarket economy countries,
1.2 Highly developedplannedeconomy countries,
2. Developedcountries,
3. Third world,
4. Fourth world.

To make broad distinctions, the following comments can be
made :

1.1 This group gathersall countrieswhich have relatively
small sharesof agriculture. This means that agriculture here
is very efficient and does not pose any problem in contrast to
groups 3 and 4. They are more service-orientedthan group 1.2,
which shows the importanceof the service sub-sectorcomposed
of banking, financial institutions, consumerservices, leisure
services,etc.

Highly developedmarket economy countries:

Austria, Australia, Canada, Chile, Denmark, France, F.R.G.,
Israel, Japan,Luxemburg, Netherlands,Republic of South
Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom, U.S.A.

1.2 Countries in this group exhibit a relatively more
important shareof industry in the GNP, and a correlatedlower
level of agricultureand services. This is easily explainedby
the fact that the developmentstrategyof most of these countries
emphasizedthe heavy industry. Becauseof their socio-economic
particularities, servicesdid not take the place they have in
market economy countries.



Third world countries
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Highly developedplanned economy countries

C.S.S.R., G.D.R., Hungary, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R.

2. This group, comparedwith the group 1.1. has more'
important sharesof agriculture and industry. As J.-P.
Charpentiershows in his article1, these countriesare charac-
terized by their growth rates, and are on the verge of attaining
the same standardas groups 1.1. and 1.2. in the near future.

Developedcountries

Argentina, Bolivia, Finland, Greece, Irak, Iran, Ireland,
Mexico, Portugal, Rhodesia, Spain, Yugoslavia.

3. This group is balancedbetweensharesof servicesand
agriculture, in contrast to the industry-intensivecountriesof
group 1.1. The four more service-orientedcountriesare Jordan,
Syria, Panamaand Guatemala. Jordan is known to have a chronic
deficit in its balanceof payments2 . Syria has many installations
for transportingenergy products from Irak, thus providing great
revenues. Panamais well known for its revenuesfrom both the
canal and pavilion facility fees.
\

Burma, Brazil, Columbia, Ecuador, Egypt, Guatemala,Kenya,
South Korea, Malaysia, Malawi, Morocco, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay,Peru, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria, Thailand.

4. This group is characterizedby a shareof agriculture
higher than 45%. We find countries in this group from South
East Asia and Africa, but nonefrom Latin America. Their most
frequent and most important problem is the prOVision of good
to the population becauseof the imbalancebetweengrowth of
GNP and populationgrowth.

Thus, we rediscoverthe well-known classificationof
countries. Apart from this clarification and for the analysis
and sound forecastsof their energy demand, we suggestto
divide these countriesaccording to social, cultural and climatic
factors. For instance,we do not hesitateto group Austria
England, France, F.R.G., Japanand South Korea together. Our
classificationis shown below.

Grouping of countries according to their socio-cultural

Climatic shares

1. C.S.S.R.,G.D.R., Hungary, Poland, U.S.S.R.,
2. Australia, Canada, U.S.A.,
3. Austria, England, France, F.R.G., Japan, South Korea,

1J ._p• Charpentier,Toward a Better Understandingof
Energy ConsumptionII, Factor Analysis: a New Approach to
Energy Demand, Energy, PergamonPress 1976,

2
And this deficit is counted for in the servicesshare.
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,
4. Finland, Netherlands,Norway, Sweden,
5. Greece, Italy, Portugal, Rumania, Republic of South

Africa, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia,
6. Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala,Nicaragua,

Mexico,
7. Egypt, Jordan, Iran, Morocco,
8. Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania,
9. Burma, India, Indonesia,Malaysia, Pakistan,Philippines,

Thailand, Sri Lanka.

One may notice that this is quite similar to the ten
regions of Pestel and Mesarovic, which are essentiallybased
on geographicalconsiderations.

III RELATION BETWEEN ENERGY/CAP AND GNP STRUCTURE FOR EACH

GROUP OF HOMOGENEOUS COUNTRIES

We associateto each country an energy consumptionper
capita, which seems to be distributedon levels.

Let us take, for example, the Mediterraneancountries
(group 5) shown in Figure 14; we are looking for a family of
curves which could correspondto these levels. There are
numerouspossibilities for such curves, especiallybecausewe
have 7 points and 5 curves. But we will demonstratethat two
curves cannot intersectand that they have a special convexity.

Convexity of the curves

Supposethere exists a potential E, i.e. a function

E=1R 3 -to1R
+

(x, y, z) -to E(x, y, z)

where

x = % agriculture
y = % services
z = % industries.

If E is differentiable, we can write:

dE oE dx + oE d + oE dz= ox oy y 6Z .
As

x + Y + z = 1 ,

we have

dx + dy + dz = 0

(1)

(2)

(3)
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I

The partial derivative ｾ ｅ representsthe variation of
uX.

the energy consumptiondue to asmall variation in structure.
There are three partial derivatives:

eEex (x, y, z)
eE
ey (x, y, z)

eE6Z (x, y, z)

We shall examine their tracesrespectivelyfor x = cons-
tant, y = constantor z = constant. We, therefore, have six
functions:

eE I
ｾ y=A

eE Iey Z=A

eE Iex Z=A

eE I6Z x = A

eE I
ey X=A

eE I
ｾ y=A

,

Now we shall make some economic assumptionsfor the deve-
loping and developedcountries.

A. Economic assumptionsfor the developingcountries

We rank the six functions according to the following
economichypotheses:

a) industry is much more energy intensive than services,
b) servicesare a little more energy intensive than

agriculture.

Let us examine one partial derivative and its two asso-
ciated functions:

eE denotesthe variation of energy required by a
ex variation of the agricultural share;

Supposethat the industry share is content (z = A). When
we substituteservicesfor agriculture, as servicesare more
energy intensive than agriculture, we can write

eEex (x, y, Z = A) < 0 •

If now y = A, with analogousreasoning,we also have

eEex (x, y = A, z) < 0 ,
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and

oE oEOX (x, Y = A, z) < ox (x, y, z = A)

Doing so for the two other partial derivatives, we have
the following order:

ｾ ｅ ｉｾ ｅ ｉｾ ｅ ｉｾ ｅ ｉx y=y x y=y y x=y y z z x=y z ｾ］ｹ

0
I.. (3) ...
I- -

ｉｾ (1) -
I" ...

L. (2) -
ｾ ..

ｾｅｬ

Figure 2. Ranking of partial derivativesof energy
consumptionto GNP structurefor developing
countries.

given

dE = oE dx + oE d + OE dz
ox oy y 6Z (1 )

We shall examine for an additional shareof energy
(dE > 0), the three possibledeplacementsalong each variable.

If we choose x = constant,we arrive at dx = 0; so (1)
becomes

dE = ｾｾ (x=Y, y, z) dy + ｾｾ (x=y, y, z) dz , (2)

and (3) yields dy + dz = o.

So we can calculate

dy
dE

=

OEI OEI
oy x=y - 6Z x=y

and

dz = - dE

OE oE
oy x=y -'6Z x=y

,

, .
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according to the assumptionsdy < 0 and dz > 0

+
ｺｾ Ｎｺｾ

Figure 3. Vector representationof possiblevariation
in servicesand industry shares (agriculture
remaining constant).

if

and

111:1 11
r:. dE

= ,,3 e5E
I

e5EI
e5y ｸ］ｾ e5z x=:\

,

-+-
L

1
is oriented towards z on the line x=:\.

-+-
We shall call+L2 the deplacementalong y=:\ towards

increasingz, and L 3 the deplacementalong ｺ ｾ Ｚ ｜ oriented
towards increasingy.

Using the same assumptionswe have
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X=A

Figure 4. Convexity of iso energy consumptionper
capita and GNP structure in developing
countries.

B. Economic assumptionsfor developedcountries

The basic assumptionsare:

a) industry is still more energy intensive than services;
b) but servicesbecome far more energy intensive than

agriculture and get closer to the industry energy
intensiveness.

These could be imaged by the deplacementof the values
of the partial derivativeswhich become as follows:



.. .
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• lit-
oE oE oE oE oE oE
ox y=>.. ox z=>.. oy x=>.. oy z=>.. 6Z x=>.. 6Z y=>..

L 3
0

ｉｾ ..
I"' r L

2La ..
L

1
I.... ...

ｾ ...... -
Figure 5. Ranking of partial derivation of energy

consumptionper capita to GNP structure
for developedcountries

Making the same calculation one can demonstratethat

Pigure 6. Convexity of iso energy consumptionper
capita and GNP structure in developed
countries.
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c. The curves cannot intersect

Supposethat two energy levels E1 , E2 intersect. In a first
step we choose E2=E1+dE with dF>O

Figure 7. Intersectionof two iso curves of per
capita energy consumptionand possible
variation in GNP structure.

We showed earlier that L2 must be oriented towards increas-
ing values of z.

This condition is satisfiedwhen the points move from
A to AI but is invalid when it goes from B to B I

• Therefore,
the only possibility is this:

c

Figure 8. Two isocurvesof per capita energy
consumptionintersectingat only one point.
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but in point C as dE> 0 we proved before II L 2 II :f 0 which is
a contradiction. This result is extendedto the full space
by local continuouspropagation.

Therefore, the energypotential can be representedby a
family of iso-energyper capita curves which spreadsout
(Figure 10). The ｦ ｡ ｾ ｭ ｩ ｬ ｹ of curves has been parametrizedfor
each group of countriesas shown in Figures 11-143.

For each group, one can observethat the energy potential
doubles for equi-distancegaps.

IV THE ｄｙｎｍｾｉｃｓ OF DEVELOPMENT

Historical data have been obtained for France, U.K.,
Germany and Italy over the period 1789-1969. Figure 15 shows
their developmentpaths.

They all approximatelystart from the position where the
developing countries are nowadaysand are all now in the left
group of the developedcountries: one can notice that the
individual paths fluctuatearound a trend except for Italy,
the path of which till 1914 looks more stochastic. But they
got there by different speedsand at different points in time.
In their order of arrival, there are U.K., Germany, France and
Italy. The region to where all the countriestry to go could
be called, if we use the resiliencetheory, an attractorwhich
standsbetween industry and serviceswith a preferencein time
for industry rather than services.

I

S

trend

A

ｾ __ｾ ｳ ｴ ｡ ｲ ｴ ｩ ｮ ｧ area

Figure 9. Long trend evolution in GNP structure.
(cf. Figure 15 for details)

Let's examine for instance, the effect of the 1929 crisis
on the developedcountries. Both France and Italy reactedto
the crisis in the same way; their attractorsremainedoriented
towards services. The U.K. at that time was in the position
where Italy is nowadays. This country also drops towards the

3In Figure 2 of the Appendix, the isocurvesintersectbecause
two statisticaladjustmentshave been made for groups 4 and 5.
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servicesattractor but with a deep slope. Germany, on the
contrary, stepsback to its early position it acquired in
1913. The direction of the regressionpath is opposedto
industry; the crisis did not attach relatively more importance
to servicesas in other countries. That means that the attrac-
tor is not services, and that the German systemwas not resi-
lient and could not absorb the shock smoothly. In five years
Germany went the same path as in the previous 16 years (1913-
1929) .

During the same period, France absorbedthe shock but
was affected longer. Italy, after 1933, went backwardsand
agriculturebecameits attractor. The after-war period has
been characterizedin the five countriesby a great attraction
towards the industry and after 1950-1955, the attractor changed
to services. However, if there is a general trend to the
servicesattractor, it can be shown in the figure that fluc-
tuations occur between industry and services.

If we now look at the iso-energyconsumptionper capita
curves on Figure 15, one can see that for all countries the
historical energy consumptiondata we had* fit very well into
our network.

*mainly postwar period. We can conjecturethat the assump-
tion remains valid for periods without great shock or deep
structuralmodifications such as the periods: 1945-1973, 1929-
1939, 1918-1929, etc.
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FIGURE 10

NETWORK OF ISO" ENERGY DEMAND PER CAPITA"

CURVES: AN EXAMPLE OF PARAMETERIZATION

FOR ONE GROUP OF COUNTRIES
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1

ISO CURVES OF PER CAPITA ENERGY
CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT GNP
STRUCTURES AND FOR GROUPS OF
COUNTRIES 1,2,8
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FIGURE 12

ISO CURVES OF PER CAPITA ENERGY
. CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT GNP

STRUCTURES AND FOR GROUPS OF
｟ ｃ ｊ Ｇ Ｍ ｕ ｎ Ｎ ｊ ｾ ｉ ｅ ｓ Ｓ Ｍ Ｇ Ｖ -
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5 FIGURE 13

ISO CURVES OF PER CAPITA ENERGY
CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT GNP
STRUCTURES AND FOR GROUPS
OF COUNTRIES 4,7
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APPENDIX

In this appendix (Memo of Ledolter to Hafele, Balinski
and Beaujean, of September13, 1976), a statisticalanalysis
of country specific energy consumptiondata related to the GNP
structure (shareof agriculture, industry, servicesand trans-
portation) is given. Secondorder models relating the expla-
natory variables (GNP structure) to the dependentvariable
(energy consumption) are shown to be adequate. Parametersin
this model are estimatedusing observationson 47 countries.

Furthermorean interpretationof secondorder models is
given and it is shown how they can be used in deriving iso
energyconsumptionper capita curves.

Introduction

Since industry, servicesand agricultur.e have different
energy consumptionpatterns, it was pointed out by Beaujean
and Chaix that the GNP structuremight be more significant in
determining the per capita energy consumptionthan its absolute
level.

GNP is thus divided into its share correspondingto

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

industry
servicesand transportation
agriculture.

In this appendix we investigatethe relationshipbetween
country specific energy consumptionand GNP structure. In the
first part of the appendix we give an outline of the used data.
The secondpart deals with statisticalmodel building techniques
(responsesurfaceanalysis) and in the third sectionwe apply
these techniquesto our data. Parametersare estimatedand iso
energy consumptioncurves are drawn.

1. Description of the data

In our analysiswe use observationson n = 47 countries,
measuringGNP structureand per capita energy consumption. The
data, togetherwith grouping into social, cultural and climatic
classes,is given in the Appendix.

The following notation is used:

A. shareof GNP in agriculture (of country j)
ｉ ｾ shareof GNP in industry (of country j)
ｓ ｾ shareof GNP in services (of country j)
Y3 energy consumption (of country j).

The GNP structureof country j can be representedin
different ways:
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In the three dimensional spaceas triple (A.,I.,S.).
J J J

Since there are only two independentcomponents (due
to the restriction that A. + I. + S. = 1 (1 < j < n»

J J J --
the countriesare restrictedto the triangle whose
summits are the endpointsof the unitary vectors.

(ii) In the two dimensionalspace in terms of three trian-
gular coordinatesdefined by (a,i,s)= A(A,I,S) ·where
A is given ｢ ｙ ｾ

I

A

(iii) In the two dimensional spacein terms of two indepen-
dent coordinates.

It is shown below that the GNP structureof country j can
be describedby

and (1. 1 )

Proof: The triangular coordinatesof P are given by ｾ (A,I,S)
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-

(_1.- II _ ＱＮＱＲｾｓ
ＲｾＲＧ 2

It is easi y seen that

x, = - ｾｾ + ｾ A = ｾ Ｈｾ - I - S)

(ii) It can be seen that

, 1,.
Since cos 600 = - =-- 1t follows that2 12

,
1,=---('-A)

12

Furthermore

(1, -
2 Ｈｾ s)2 + 1

2 and
1, - x2x2) = 13 =3 2

Thus

Ｈ ｾ S) 2 +

2

(1 -
2 (1, - x2)

x2) =, 4
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q.e.d.(I - S)
1

12
2 S =(1 - A) -

t (1.,-X2 )2 = (# 5)2
i 1 - x 2 = 12 S

Substituting i 1 results in

1

12

2. Comments on Statistical Model Building

In the following section we study the relationshipbetween
a set of independentvariables x1 ' x 2' ••• , xk and a dependent

variable y. We are interestedin describing the responsefunc-
tion (responsesurface)

n· = f (x1 . ,x2 . , ••• ,xk ·)
J J J J

(2. 1 )

relating the levels X1j,X2j, ••• ,Xkj to its responsen j . Although
a certain amount of prior knowledge as to the nature of the
responsesurfacemay be available from physical or economic
theories, the exact form of the surfacewill often be unkown.
In such casesan exact determinationof the responsesurface
is usually impossible for the following reasons:

(i) there is generally an error involved in the measure-
ment of the true responsen. This error is commonly
called "sampling error".

(ii) There may be an error in the measurementof the inde-
pendentvariables.

(iii) The exact form of the true responsefunction may be
extremely complicated.

Inspite of all theseabove mentioneddifficulties one may
be able to find some simplified representationof the response
surface, one which would approximatekey characteristicsof
the true surfaceover a limited region of the space spanned
by the independentvariables (region of interest R).

A great number of functions can be representedquite close-
ly over a limited region R by some type of polynomial. This
comes from the fact that if the true responsefunction is
continuousand has continuousderivativesover the region R,
then it can be approximatedto any degreeof accuracyby a
finite number of terms of its Taylor seriesexpansion (which
of courseare polynomials) about some point in R. This appro-
ximation would usually involve many terms if we wished to
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representthe responseover a large region of R. In practice,
however, we are often concernedwith the behavior of the res-
ponse function over a relatively small region. In such cases
it is usually possible to obtain good approximationsto the
true function by means of a relatively simple polynomial,
perhapsone involving just linear (first order) or linear and
quadratic (secondorder) terms.

We hope that the above discussionprovides some basis for
.an approachwhich attempts to approximatethe true response
function by a polynomial in the independentvariables (x1,x

2
'

.•• ,xk). Polynomials have the added advantagethat they are

fairly easy to work with due to well known proceduresto fit
polynomials to data and to analyze the properly fitted poly-
nomials.

We thus supposeto representthe true responsesurface

by a polynomial of degreem in the variables (x1,x2 ' ••• ,xk).

Denoting this polynomial by Pm(x1,x
2

, ••• ,xk), we can write the

observedresponsefor the jth observationas

(i)

( ii)

y.-n. representsthe difference betweenobservedand
J J

true response. This is the sampling error as referred
to above. Usually this error is a compositeof many
small errors; it arisesdue to factors beyond control
and is thus assumedcompletely random.

The term nj - Pm(x1j,••• ,Xkj) representsthe difference
between the true responsefunction and the polynomial
which was chosento representit at the point (x1j , ••• ,

xkj ). This discrepancyis called lack of fit which

may result from the fact that Pm(x1, ••. ,xk ) is still

only an approximation to the true responsefunction
which may actually be more complex (e.g., of higher
order than m) •

Writing down the model we combine the discrepancydue to
sampling error and lack of fit into a single error term denoted
by E .•

J

y. = P (x
1

·, ••• , x
k

.) + E.
J m J J J

(2.3)
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Dropping the subscript j provides the general form

(2.4)

By making assumptionsabout the error terms we specify the
nature of error randomness. A common initial assumptionis
that £ is a random variable with mean zero and constant
variance a 2 ; furthermore it is usually assumedthat the errors
are independentand Normally distributed. Two important kinds
of deviations from these assumptionswhich can occur are the
serial dependenceof the errors (especiallywhen the observa-
tions are ordered in time) and non Normality of the distribu-
tion. These situationsare discussedin detail in the statis-
tical literature, but are not investigatedfurther at this
point.

Statisticalmodel building is necessarilyiterative. The
original model will often have to be modified as new informa-
tion about the responsefunction is derived. In the absence
of prior information about the responsefunction, the model
builder will start out by entertaininga relatively simple
model. If the model, however, does not appearconsistentwith
the data (e.g., residual analysis indicates lack of fit), it
has to be revised until the data under study seems to confirm
the model. Even then, one cannot say that the model is the
correct one; one can only say that the data which were inves-
tigated have not offered evidencethat the model is false.

Models which are using parametersparsimoniouslyand which
have been shown to provide adequateapproximationsto many
common responsefunctions are the first and secondorder models.

(i) First order model

(2.5)

A model which includes only linear terms in the variablesxl'
••• ,xk is called a first order model. The unknown parameters

are estimatedfrom the data so as to give the best fit of the
model to the data (best fit in terms of least squaresfit).
It can be shown that the least squareestimatesof Bi, let's
call them bi, are minimum variance linear unbiasedif the
errors E are independentlydistributedwith mean zero and
constantvariance. For further details of least squares
estimationsee Draper and Smith4•

4-Draper, N.R. and Smith, H., "Applied RegressionAnalysis",
Wiley, New York, 1966.
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The function of the x j obtainedby replacing

model by their estimatesb. and disregardingthe
1

defines the fitted surface

the B. in the
1

error term

(2.6)

The residualsare the deviationsof the observedand fitted
response

(2.7)

In caseswhere our initial model will not be adequateenough to
account for the variation in the data, one might investigatea
more complex model, perhapsincluding quadratic terms in the xi.

(ii) Secondorder model

= a +o
k
l

i=1
a·x. +1 1 (2.8)

In total we thus need (k+1) (k+2)/2 parametersto describethe
model. The additional secondorder terms in the model provide
considerableflexibility for graduatingsurfaces. Again, the
method of least squarescan be used to provide estimatesof
the coefficients and the fitted equation is given by

y = y (x1 ' • • • , x k )

k k 2
= bO + I b.x. + I b ..x. + II b

1
· ox1.'xo

i=1 1. 1. . i=1 11 1. i < R. ｾ ｾ
(2.9)

"Canonical analysis" enablesus to reduce the above equation to
an alternative form which can be readily interpreted.

The method of canonical analysisconsistsof

(a) moving the origin of the measuredvariables (x1, •.• ,xk)
= (0, ... ,0) to the center of the contour systemre-
presentedby the fitted equation and

(b) rotating the coordinateaxes until they coincide with
major axes of the contour system.
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Then the fitted contours can be expressedas

y - Yc = A1X 1*2 +••. + AkXk
2 (2.10)

where the new coordinatesxi are expressibleas linear combina-
tions of (x1, ... ,Xk) and a constant. Yc is the fitted response
at the center of the contour system. The sizes and the signs
of the A can be examined and main featuresof the fitted surface
can be readily understood.

To illustrate this more clearly we consider the caseof
k = 2 independentvariables: Equation (2.10) can represent
several types of surfaces (such as elliptical contours, statio-
nary ridge, rising ridge, saddle situationswhich arise from
hyperbolic curves). Which of these types of contourswill
arise dependson the values of the bls.

For the secondorder model it can be shown that the center
of the new coordinatesystem is given by

and

the surface then takes the form

where

x*2

For example if A1 > 0, A2 > 0 th7 cont0';lrs (iso curves) are
ellipses centeredat x 1c' x 2c w1th sem1-axesA

1
, A

2
•
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3. Analysis of data

In this sectionwe report on the analysisof the data
given in the Appendix.

y. = P (x 1 · ,X 2 .) + E: •
_J m J J J

(3. 1 )

where X1j and X2j are measuringthe position of country j in
the triangle describedin Section 1.

Severalmodels were investigated. The details of the
various regressionruns are not reported here. It was found
that the first order model (m = 1) showed significant contri-
bution of the cross product term could be found. Furthermore
the 9 chosengroups appeareddifferent in their level and

curvature in xf. Dummy variables for different levels and
curvaturewere included (for further ､ ｩ ｾ ｣ ｵ ｳ ｳ ｩ ｯ ｮ of the use
of dummy variables see Draper and Smith ). Some of the esti-
mated coefficientswere not significant and could be dropped
from the model.

A model which describesthe data well (residual analysis
could not detect serious inadequacyof the model; multiple
correlationcoefficient of .99) is given by

13 (1) 13(2) 9 (i) 2 2Y = o z1 + o z2 + f3 1x 1 + f3 2x2 + l 1311 x 1v i + f3 22x2 + E:
i=1

where

= ｻｾ
if country is from 2nd group

z1
otherwise

={:
if country is from 2nd group

z2
otherwise

v. ={1 if country is from ith group

1 0 otherwise.
, ,

The unkonwn parametersare estimatedby least squaresand
iso energy consumptioncurves are plotted for the different
groups in Figures 16-20. Using canonical analysis thesecurves
can be representedas ellipseswith from group to group changing
center and semi axes.
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The following data were used in the analysis. The avai-
lable 47 countrieswere divided into 9 groups according to
their social, cultural and climatic position. This classifi-
cation is not questionedin this paper.

Shareof Per Capita

Agriculture Industry Services Energy
Consumption

Group 1

CSSR .13 .71 .16 5.8

GDR .14 .66 .20 5.5

Hungary .21 .53 .26 2.9

Poland .21 .60 .19 3.8

USSR .21 .62 .17 4.0

Group 2

Australia .09 .42 .49 5.0

Canada .06 .38 .56. 8.1

USA .03 .37 .60 10.4

Group 3

Kenya .35 .19 .46 .15

Malawi .35 .15 .50 .05

Tanzania .50 .13 .37 .05

Ethiopia .58 .. 15 .27 .25

Group 4

Netherlands .07 .42 .51 4.2
Sweden .06 .46 .48 5.5
Norway .07 .37 .56 4.4
Finland .15 .39 .46 3.5
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Group 5

Iran .22 .37 .41 .5

Egypt .30 .30 .40 .3

Jordania .16 .19 .65 .3

Morocco .35 .26 .39 .2

Group 6

UK .03 .47 .50 5.0

FRG .04 .51 .45 4.6

France .07 .48 .45 3.4

Austria .09 .50 .41 2.9

Japan .10 .39 .51 2.5

South Korea .32 .26 .42 .6

Group 7

Argentina .14 .42 .44 1 .5

Mexico .16 .37 .47 1.1

Brazil .19 .27 .54 .4

Nicaragua .30 .22 .48 .3

Guatemala .29 .17 .54 .25

Ecuador .32 .26 .42 .25

Group 8

Malaysia .28 .25 .47 .4

Thailand .30 .22 .48 .2

Philippines .34 .24 .42 .3
Indonesia .52 .15 .33 .2
Sri Lanka .39 .18 .43 • 1
Pakistan .46 .17 .37 • 1
India .52 .19 .29 .1
Burma .34 .12 .54 .05

Group 9

Turkey .33 .26 .41 .45
Romania .26 .63 • 11 2.90
S-Africa .10 .40 .50 2.70
Italy • 11 .39 .50 2.40
Spain .16 .34 .50 1 .30
Yugoslavia .24 .43 .33 1 .30
Greece .21 .27 .52 1.30


